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Background: To investigate the association between quality of life and nursing home facility for the
elderly population.
Methods: We searched the PubMed, Medline, and Cochrane Library for relevant perspective studies
without language limitations from inception to 17th June 2020 for relevant publications with a priori
defined inclusion and exclusion criteria. Two authors independently selected studies, assessed risk of
bias, and extracted data. The disagreement was resolved by discussion with a third author.
Results: There are 18 articles involved in the final meta-analysis. The disparities were found of accessing
the quality of life (World Health Organization Quality-of-Life, Quality of Life in Last-Stage Dementia,
Nottingham Health Profile-Turkish Version, EUROPE Health Interview Survey-QoL , Visual analogue
Scales, Flanagan Quality of Life Scale) and the level of independence (Barthel Index, Kahoku Aging Longitudinal Study Scale, Visual Analogue Scales, Activities of Daily Living Scales, Instrumental Activities of
Daily Living Scales).
Conclusion: The available limited, very low-quality evidence does not support a significant association
between quality of life and nursing home facility for the elderly population. Further rigorous and longterm follow-up studies should be conducted with more objective measures.
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1. Introduction
With economic development and advancement in healthcare
technologies, population aging has become a common part of the
social changes that all advanced countries are currently experiencing. In Taiwan, the elderly population (aged 65 or over) has reached
3.26 million people at the end of 2017.1 Due to the increasing prevalence of chronic diseases and physical limitations, the disabled
population has been growing at an annual rate of 20%. There has
been a drastic rise in the demand for long-term care. The number of
nursing homes in Taiwan has expanded rapidly in recent years. The
number of registered nursing homes has grown 66 times, from 8 in
1995 to 528 in 2017.1
Nursing homes are intended to serve patients who have chronic
diseases and need long-term care and patients who need continuous
care after being discharged from the hospital. Nursing homes are no
longer a facility that provides only short-term medical interventions.
They provide continuous, diverse, and integrated healthcare services with an emphasis on providing a better quality of life to resi* Corresponding author. Department of Medical Research and Education, Cheng Hsin
General Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan.
E-mail address: ch2876@chgh.org.tw (T.-H. Tung)
* Corresponding author. Department of Community and Family Medicine, Cheng Hsin
General Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan.
E-mail address: ch1412@chgh.org.tw (W.-H. Chien)

dents.2 Previous studies could summarize indices that have been
commonly used to assess the care outcomes of nursing homes as
follows: mortality rate, hospitalization rate, pressure ulcer rate,
functional status change, accidents, incontinence, weight loss, infection, restraint use, catheter use rate, discharge rate, and staff
turnover.3–7
The major urbanization trends have been observed in the
world. Large joint families have been converted to smaller nuclear
families. The number of elder population living either alone or with
their elderly spouses has increased. Many elderly have no choice but
to live in nursing homes. Nevertheless, many elderly still enjoy a
peaceful home life with their loved ones around them. These two
living setups have diverse environments and hence, affect the
physical and psychological health of the elderly differently.8 Improving the quality of nursing homes is viewed as a major social priority. The primary measure of nursing home quality has been quality
of care as reflected in staff-reported clinical health outcomes. Quality of life is also a widely recognized central element of nursing home
care, however, it has not been as widely addressed as quality of care.
In addition to quality of care, to collect information of quality of life
helps to provide evidence-based feedback for health providers and
consumers and further could be useful in targeting care improvements.9 Thus, the objective of this study was to assess the association between quality of life and nursing home facility for the elderly
population.
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The PubMed, Medline, and Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) were searched for the related studies without
language limitations from inception to 17th June 2020. The search
strategies are illustrated in Table 1. Two authors conducted the literature search and the study inclusion processes, any disagreements
were subsequently solved after discussion with a third author.

studies used WHOQoL-BREF performed the assessment.13–17 QUALID
was applied by two studies.18,19 NHP-TV was conducted in two studies.20,21 Two studies used WHO-8.22,23 VASs were used in two studies.24,25 Flanagan Quality of Life Scale was applied in one study.26
The level of independence was addressed by Barthel Index (BI),
Kahoku Aging Longitudinal Study Scale (KLAS), Activities of daily livings
(ADLs), Instrumental Activities of Daily Livings (IADLs). The functional
independence was present in different measurement as follow. BI was
used in four studies.20–23 KLAS was used in two studies.24,25 ADLs was
used in three studies.27–29 IADLs was used in two studies.29,30

2.2. Data extraction and risk of bias assessment

3.2. Systematic review and meta-analysis results

First author, publication year, study subjects, intervention approach, the controls, and the outcome were extracted from the included studies. Risks of bias were evaluated using the NewcastleOttawa Scale (NOS). Three domains of bias are included in NOS.
There are bias of selection (S), the bias of comparability (C), and bias
of exposure (E), respectively. A study could be awarded up to one
star for each item within the selection and outcome domains and up
to two stars for comparability. We considered a study of high quality
if seven or more stars were awarded.10
In addition to Risk of Bias in Nonrandomized studies of Interventions (ROBINS-I) was applied to detect the potential bias, Grading of
Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE)
was also conducted to give the summary of the quality and certainty
of the available evidence.

3.2.1. Quality of life

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Literature search and study selection

2.3. Ethical review
Due to the systematic review and meta-analysis design, the
ethical approval was waived and not necessary in this study.

2.4. Statistical analysis

Five studies adopted the WHOQoL questionnaire and the other
Table 1
Search strategy in PubMed up till 17 June 2020 (similar search conducted in
other database).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Elder
Older
Elderly
Old population
#1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4
Nursing home
Long-term care facility
Nursing practice setting
Chronic ward-like facility
#6 OR #7 OR #8 OR #9
Quality of life
Activity
Participation
ADLs
IADLs
AADLs
#11 OR #12 OR #13 OR #14 OR #15 OR #16
#5 AND #10 AND #17

The Review Manager 5.3 (The Nordic Cochrane Centre, The
Cochrane Collaboration, 2014) was used for meta-analysis. We presented a standardized MD with a 95% confidence interval (CI) for
continuous data. Heterogeneity in meta-analysis refers to the variation in study outcomes between studies. In this study, we used the
c2 and I2 inconsistency statistics. The I2 statistic describes the percentage of variation across studies that is due to heterogeneity
rather than chance.11 A 95% CI for I2 is constructed using the iterative non-central chi-squared distribution method.12 Also, we used
the fixed-effect model when the I2 was less than 50% and would
have used the random-effects model when the I2 was 50% or more.

3. Results
3.1. Characteristics of included studies
There are 18 articles involved and respectively performed in
Asia, Middle East, American, and Europe in this meta-analysis (Figure 1). The characteristics of the included studies are listed in Table
2. The health-related quality of life was assessed in six types of questionnaires. The enrolled studies receptively utilized World Health
Organization Quality of Life questionnaire-short form (WHOQoLBREF), Quality of Life in Last-Stage Dementia (QUALID), Nottingham
Health Profile-Turkish Version (NHP-TV), EUROPE Health Interview
Survey-QoL (WHO-8), Visual analogue scales (VASs), and Flanagan
Quality of Life Scale.
The scales used in the selected studies are listed as follows. Five

Figure 1. PRISMA flow chart of included studies.
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Table 2
Characteristics of included studies.
Author, year,
country

Participants

Measurement

Outcome (Means ± SD)

Barca et al.,
2011, Norway

156 dementia
participants

QUALID

Nursing home vs. Non-Nursing home
23.88 ± 7.7 vs. 25.0 ± 9.8

Brajkovic et al.,
2009, Croatia

60 elderly

WHOQoL-BREF

Crist, 2009,
United States

87 subjects

Flanagan Quality of Life Scale

Ghassemzadeh
et al., 2013, Iran

186 elderly diabetic
patients

WHOQoL-BREF

Karakaya,
2009, Turkey

58 elderly

Kuok et al.,
2017, China

451 elderly

Kahoku Aging Longitudinal Study
Scale (KALS)
Visual analogue scales (VASs)
WHOQoL-BREF

Lee et al.,
2015, Korea

22,557 older adults

Activities of daily living (ADL)

Nursing home vs. Non-Nursing home
Physical: 28.5 ± 3.25 vs. 17.2 ± 5.0
Psychological: 22.3 ± 3.7 vs. 16.3 ± 4.0
Social relationships: 11.4 ± 1.6 vs. 8.3 ± 1.7
Environmental: 32.8 ± 4.6 vs. 24.0 ± 6.1
Nursing home vs. Non-Nursing home [Median (Variance)]
(A) Satisfied overall: 23.53 (1.027) vs. 1.708 (0.862)
(B) Satisfied overall: 23.53 (1.027) vs. 1.714 (0.502)
Nursing home vs. Non-Nursing home
Physical: 11.89 ± 2.194 vs. 14.06 ± 2.714
Psychological: 10.97 ± 2.474 vs. 12.73 ± 2.332
Social relationships: 9.77 ± 2.634 vs. 11.66 ± 2.895
Environmental: 10.75 ± 1.943 vs. 11.35 ± 2.297
Quality of life: 10.95 ± 2.017 vs. 12.43 ± 1.84
Nursing home vs. Non-Nursing home
KALS: 25.81 ± 5.79 vs. 22.45 ± 5.21
VASs: 61.34 ± 12.18 vs. 70.58 ± 11.47
Nursing home vs. Non-Nursing home
Physical: 13.0 ± 2.6 vs. 14.6 ± 2.2
Psychological: 13.2 ± 2.4 vs. 14.6 ± 2.2
Social relationships: 14.0 ± 2.6 vs. 14.4 ± 2.3
Environmental: 13.5 ± 2.0 vs. 13.7 ± 2.0
Nursing home vs. Non-Nursing home
ADL: 32.49 ± 4.90 vs. 32.69 ± 4.69

Leon-Salas et al., 200 AD patients
2013, Spain

Instrumental activities of daily living
(IADL)
Alzheimer’s Disease Related Quality
of Life Scale (ADRQL)
Barthel Index
WHO-8
AQOL-8

Nikmat et al.-1,
2015, Malaysia

49 dementia people

Nikmat et al.-2,
2015, Malaysia

219 older adults with
cognitive impairment

Barthel Index
WHO-8

Nogueira et al.,
2018, China

413 suubjects

WHOQoL-BREF

Olsen et al.,
2016, Norway

186 dementia
participants

QUALID

Scocco et al.,
2017, Italy

207 older adults

WHOQoL-BREF

Tada et al.,
1999, Japan

179 elder women

Kahoku Aging Longitudinal Study
Scale (KALS)
Visual analogue scales (VASs)

Turan et al.,
2012,Turkey

184 elderly people

Barthel Index
NHP-TV

Urciuol et al.,
19898, Italy

66 old individuals

Xiao et al.,
2016, China

451 older adults

Activities of daily living (ADL)
Instrumental activities of daily living
(IADL)
Activities of daily living (ADL)
SF12-v2

Yumin et al.,
2011, Turkey

122 elderly Turkish
people

Barthel Index
NHP-TV

Nursing home vs. Non-Nursing home
IADL: 1.5 ± 2.0 vs. 5.2 ± 1.4
ADRQL: 64.8 ± 18.2 vs. 5.2 ± 1.4
Nursing home vs. Non-Nursing home
BI: 77.50 ± 15.63 vs. 90.26 ± 13.59.
WHO-8: 16.07 ± 3.71 vs. 19.63 ± 3.53
AQOL-8: 0.3 ± 0.20 vs. 0.43 ± 0.18
Nursing home vs. Non-Nursing home
BI: 77.45 ± 17.8 vs. 77.06 ± 20.7
WHO-8: 3.04 ± 0.46 vs. 3.52 ± 0.40
Nursing home vs. Non-Nursing home
Physical: 13.1 ± 2.5 vs. 14.6 ± 2.2
Psychological: 13.2 ± 2.4 vs. 14.6 ± 2.2
Social relationships: 14.1 ± 2.4 vs. 14.4 ± 2.3
Environmental: 13.6 ± 2.0 vs. 13.7 ± 2.1
Nursing home vs. Non-Nursing home
24.06 ± 7.13 vs. 15.99 ± 4.33
Nursing home vs. Non-Nursing home
Physical: 57.40 ± 18.85 vs. 66.19 ± 19.64
Psychological: 54.10 ± 17.88 vs. 56.58 ± 15.18
Social relationships: 64.47 ± 20.99 vs. 60.01 ± 15.90
Environmental: 59.10 ± 17.07 vs. 61.66 ± 12.33
Nursing home vs. Non-Nursing home
(A) KALS: 2.7 ± 0.3 vs. 1.9 ± 0.7; VASs: 73.8 ± 21.8 vs. 76.8 ± 19.9
(B) KALS: 2.7 ± 0.3 vs. 2.3 ± 0.4; VASs: 73.8 ± 21.8 vs. 68.1 ± 26.7
(C) KALS: 2.5 ± 0.5 vs. 1.9 ± 0.7; VASs: 72.6 ± 18.1 vs. 76.8 ± 19.9
(D) KALS: 2.5 ± 0.5 vs. 2.3 ± 0.4; VASs: 72.6 ± 18.1 vs. 68.1 ± 26.7
Nursing home vs. Non-Nursing home
BI: 16.89 ± 4.97 vs. 19.74 ± 0.89
NHP-TV: 158.11 ± 123.60 vs. 109.75 ± 87.05
Nursing home vs. Non-Nursing home
ADL: 11.93 ± 3.75 vs. 10.16 ± 3.79
IADL: 4.27 ± 2.95 vs. 6.40 ± 1.72
Nursing home vs. Non-Nursing home
ADL: 20.9 ± 4.6 vs. 23.8 ± 1.1
SF12-v2: 96.1 ± 39.8 vs. 114.9 ± 27.0
Nursing home vs. Non-Nursing home
BI: 19.36 ± 1.26 vs. 19.64 ± 0.99
NHP-TV: 174.18 ± 151.86 vs. 99.49 ± 102.22

NOS
S*
C**
E***
S*
C**
E***

S*
C*
E***
S*
C*
E***

S*
C*
E***
S*
C**
E***

S*
C**
E***
S*
C**
E***
S*
C*
E***
S*
C**
E***
S*
C**
E***

S*
C**
E**
S*
C**
E***

S*
C*
E**

S*
C*
E***
S*
C*
E***
S*
C**
E***
S*
C*
E***
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used the Visual Analogue Scale. The WHOQoL-BREF testified 4 different aspects for assessing the quality of life, which are: (a) physical, (b) psychological, (c) social, and (d) environmental. These four
parts are evaluated in a score from 0–100. We pooled the five studies that perform the quality of life investigation utilized the WHOQoL
questionnaire. For the physical domain of quality of life, the pooled
result is illustrated in Figure 2. It shows no significant difference between the nursing home group and the control group (Std. mean
difference: -0.12, 95% CI -0.68–0.44). The psychological domain,
demonstrates the psychological outcome and it illustrates no difference between two groups as well (Std. mean difference: -0.19,
95% CI -0.64–0.26). For the social relationship domain of quality of
life, there is no significant result obtained (Std. mean difference:
0.05, 95% CI -0.38–0.48). The environmental domain also shows no
statistical difference (Std. mean difference: 0.21, 95% CI -0.14–
0.56).
QUALID was especially used to evaluate the quality of life among
the last-stage dementia population. Figure 3A demonstrates no significance in both groups. (Std. mean difference: 0.64, 95% CI -0.88–
2.17). Figure 3B addresses the result of NHP-TV, the nursing home
group has a better quality of life. (Std. mean difference: 0.49, 95% CI
0.25–0.73). Figure 3C (WHO-8) shows the significant difference in
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which the non-nursing home has a better quality of life (Std. mean
difference: -1.08, 95% CI -1.34–0.82). The measurement is VASs in
Figure 3D, shows no difference (Std. mean difference: -0.15, 95% CI
-0.47–0.17). Figure 3E shows there is a significant and better quality
of life by Flanagan Quality of Life Scale (Std. mean difference: 0.74,
95% CI 0.36–1.13).

3.2.2. Level of independence
The level of independence was addressed by BI, KLAS, ADLs, and
IADLs. In Figure 4A (Std. mean difference: -0.40, 95% CI -0.79–0.01)
and Figure 4C (Std. mean difference: -0.17, 95% CI -0.81–0.46) show
no significance in the level of independence. Figure 4B (Std. mean
difference: 0.85, 95% CI 0.57–1.14) and Figure 4D (Std. mean difference: -1.52, 95% CI -2.70–0.34) show the significance in the level of
independence between nursing home and control group.

3.2.3. Risk of bias assessment
There were 18 included studies evaluated by the NOS scale, the
result from 4 to 6 which represented low quality (Table 2). Robins-I
was utilized to monitor the potential bias that might cause by the
intervention (Table 3). Most included studies were low risk, only
two studies were a moderate risk.19,25

Figure 2. Forest plot of the result of WHOQoL. (A) Physical domain. (B) Psychological domain. (C) Social relationship domain. (D) Environmental domain.
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Figure 3. Forest plot of the result of other measurements of quality life. (A) QUALID. (B) NHP-TV. (C) WHO-8. (D) VASs. (E) Flanagan Quality of Life Scale.

3.2.4. GRADE summary of findings table
The summary of findings and the GRADE assessment for each
outcome is presented in the Table 4. The quality of evidence from
the included observational studies was initially judged to be low but
was downgraded to very low quality due to imprecision.

4. Discussion
4.1. The implications of nursing practice
For patients with higher acuity conditions and lower physical
activity levels, nursing homes can provide diverse and highly technical care services, such as medical care, care for daily living activities, support for social activities, and residence placement.31,32 In
the long-term care system, nursing homes are the type of institution
having more health professionals on staff and offering the widest
range of services.1
It has been pointed out in studies of the relationship between
structural characteristics and care quality among nursing homes that

nursing homes with a “for profit status” tend to be associated with a
higher mortality rate, a higher hospitalization rate, a higher pressure
ulcer rate, a lower infection rate, and a higher discharge rate.33–37
Larger nursing homes tend to have a higher hospitalization rate, a
higher pressure ulcer rate, and a higher constraint use.2,38 Higher
occupancy rates are related to higher mortality rates.34,38 Facilities
with more human resources for nursing and caregiving tend to have
a low mortality rate, a lower pressure ulcer rate, a lower constraint
use, a higher discharge rate, smaller weight losses in residents, and
more improvements in residents’ physical functions.35,39 Facilities
with fewer physicians tend to have a higher mortality rate and a
higher hospitalization rate.40 A lower turnover of nursing staff can
lead to better physical functions of residents.41
Nursing homes’ structural characteristics also have affected
their care quality. Previous study evaluated the effectiveness of a
health coaching self-management program for NHR (HCSMP-NHR) in
improving the quality of life of residents.42 Participants who received
HCSMP-NHR intervention for eight weeks showed significant improvements in self-efficacy and goal attainment scaling (GAS) score,
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Figure 4. Forest plot of the result of independence. (A) BI. (B) KALS. (C) ADLs. (D) IADLs.

better health statuses, and quality of life than traditional nursing
homes.
Nursing homes not only could implement a pre-established
nursing plan to achieve early detection of health conditions and alleviation of pain in the residents, but also could discontinue unnecessary medication and activities of residents to improve their living
quality.43 The relocation stress on residents is the strongest in the
first six months of their nursing home stay. Therefore, it is necessary
to provide integrated evaluations and individualized care to each
residents based on the residentss physical, mental, social, spiritual,
and environmental conditions.44 All of this helps improve residents’
self-care efficacy and identification with the institution, allowing
them to reside in the institution with comfort and ease.44–46

4.2. Methodological considerations
There were still several limitations in this meta-analysis. Firstly,
the amount of trials which could be searched were too insufficient,
the statistical power could be lower due to smaller sample sizes. Secondly, the controversy surrounding random-effects models, that is,
the assumption of normally distributed random effects violates the
basic principle of randomization in statistical inference.47 The hypothetical common variance of these so-called random effects would
serve only as a nuisance variable if there were no random effects.
The result of the application of this nuisance variable to meta-

analytic weights would then be to markedly increase estimator
variance and equalize the weights through penalizing the larger
studies.48,49 Thirdly, we were unable to conduct subgroup analyses
based on age, sex, and concurrent health status because the included studies did not provide adequate data. The addition of more
studies in the future may increase the quality of evidence. In addition, the increasing long-term care needs could be potentially derived from the disability ought to be composed of several domains,
such as the aging or natural decay, morbid conditions, de-conditioning/
disuse or unnatural decay, and contextual factors. Fourthly, nursing
has been regarded as extending medical service settings from hospitals in Taiwan. Based on the study design and introduction, longterm care (LTC) settings or sites, has focused on the chronic or high
density care oriented infirmary ward, such as nursing homes representative or indicative long-term care facilities (LTCFs), rather than
low-medium density counterparts. Nursing home is not definitely
the representative terminology of LTCF or similar setting, also be regarded as the auxiliary ward or unit derived from the hospital whatever. This study only aims to evaluate the quality of life among the
elderly. All the studies included in the meta-analysis were conducted exclusively in elderly people. In addition, we only included
studies from other countries where the nursing home is a key component of long-term care and is normally referred as long-term care
facility. It is difficult to conclude globally or summarizedly. Finally,
due to health & care problems or morbidities, in itself or in the
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Table 3
Risk of bias assessment using ROBINS-I.
Pre-intervention
Author

Barca et al.,
2011
Brajkovic et al.,
2009
Crist, 2009
Ghassemzadeh
et al., 2013
Karakaya, 2009
Kuok et al., 2017
Lee et al., 2015
Leon-Salas et al.,
2013
Nikmat et al.-1,
2015
Nikmat et al.-2,
2015
Nogueira et al.,
2018
Olsen et al.,
2016
Scocco et al.,
2017
Tada et al., 1999
Turan et al.,
2012
Urciuol et al.,
1998
Xiao et al., 2016
Yumin, 2011

At intervention

Post-intervention

Total

Bias due to
confounding

Bias in
selection of
participants
into study

Bias in
classification of
interventions

Bias due to
Bias in
Bias in
deviations from Bias due to
selection of
measurement
missing data
intended
the reported
of outcomes
interventions
outcomes

Total
bias

Cross-sectional

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Moderate risk

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Cross-sectional

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Moderate risk

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Cross-sectional
Descriptiveanalytical
Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional

Low risk
Low risk

Low risk
Low risk

Low risk
Low risk

Moderate risk
Moderate risk

Low risk
Low risk

Low risk
Low risk

Low risk
Low risk

Low risk
Low risk

Low risk
Low risk
Low risk
Low risk

Low risk
Low risk
Low risk
Low risk

Low risk
Low risk
Low risk
Low risk

Moderate risk
Moderate risk
Moderate risk
Moderate risk

Low risk
Low risk
Low risk
Low risk

Low risk
Low risk
Low risk
Low risk

Low risk
Low risk
Low risk
Low risk

Low risk
Low risk
Low risk
Low risk

Cross-sectional

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Moderate risk

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Cross-sectional

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Moderate risk

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Cross-sectional

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Moderate risk

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Cross-sectional

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Moderate risk

Low risk

Low risk

Cross-sectional

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Moderate risk

Moderate
risk
Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Moderate
risk
Low risk

Cross-sectional

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Moderate risk

Cross-sectional

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Cross-sectional

Low risk

Low risk

Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional

Low risk
Low risk

Low risk
Low risk

Types of
research

Low risk

Low risk

Moderate risk

Moderate
risk
Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Moderate
risk
Low risk

Low risk

Moderate risk

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk
Low risk

Moderate risk
Moderate risk

Low risk
Low risk

Low risk
Low risk

Low risk
Low risk

Low risk
Low risk

Table 4
Grade table for observational studies for quality assessment.
Studies

Risk of bias

Inconsistency

Indirectness

Imprecision

Other considerations

WHOQoL (QoL)
QUALID (QoL)
NHP-TV (QoL)
WHO-8 (QoL)
VASs (QoL)
Flanagan Quality of Life Scale (QoL)
Barthel Index
KALS
ADL
IADL

Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious

Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious

Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious

Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious

Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious

Overall certainty of evidence
ÅÅdd LOW
ÅÅdd LOW
ÅÅdd LOW
ÅÅdd LOW
ÅÅdd LOW
ÅÅdd LOW
ÅÅdd LOW
ÅÅdd LOW
ÅÅdd LOW
ÅÅdd LOW

Grade definition:
High, further research is very unlikely to change our confidence in the estimate of effect.
Moderate, further research is likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the estimate.
Low, further research is very likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate.
Very low, any estimate of effect is very uncertain.

nosology or WHO-FIC framework, had own their defining and appliance. It has not been always the “Disease”, but “Disorder”, “Condition”; furthermore, as for functional and care terminology, newer
terminologies such as “Disability”, “LTC need”, “Dependence”, even
“Frailty” or “Pre-disability” before these. Further studies should
consider the sub-group analysis for interrelation and overlap, but
not the same ones in definition and operating.

nursing home facility for the elderly population. Further long-term
follow-up rigorous studies should be conducted with more objective
measures.
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